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In a consensus, 51 physicians and scientists have written a comprehensive document aimed at establishing a uniform nomenclature and classification scheme for bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) and its associated aortopathy—charging the cardiovascular community to use and adopt their new derivation of terms. Notwithstanding its length, the manuscript serves as an outstanding review of current issues revolving around “the BAV condition” extending well beyond nosology, reflecting extensively on treatment indications, diagnostic methods, treatment strategies, and genetics. Much of the commentary, particularly on techniques of echocardiographic, cardiac magnetic resonance, and gated computed tomographic imaging, is both informative and relevant to the imaging of the aortic valve/root regardless of valve morphology. It is certainly reasonable to consider the establishment of a uniform BAV language for clinicians and scientists alike to better align distinct observations (clinical, embryologic, pathologic, or biological) with morphologic characteristics across disciplines and to both prevent confusion and engender greater knowledge.

Naturally, there is a desire to compartmentalize and codify diseases to create the perception of order and understanding. In some cases, establishing such “languages” has been instrumental to marching progress—as seen in the oncologic world. With BAV, although it is true that many classification schemes have been proposed, none completely comprehensive, and none universally accepted, the heterogeneity in perspective may be justified, even healthy toward fueling ongoing discourse and the pursuit of the yet unknown. Despite the authors’ allusion that a numerical system of nomenclature is less “simple-but-comprehensive” than one “based on the English language,” the most widely used Sievers classification scheme achieved the same goal: simple-but-comprehensive, relying on the observation (by imaging or intraoperatively) of reliably identifiable raphes. The premise of the new “fused BAV” moniker may be flawed in this respect.

In fact, what’s clear from the work of many, and perhaps best highlighted by a recent review by the animal biology group of Fernandez in Spain, is that we lack (based predominantly on rodent studies) an understanding of the embryology of BAV. The “fused BAV” nomenclature concept implies that a unique “fusion” of cusps occurred during its development. What’s confusing about this is that fusion of the conotruncal ridges (CRs) is fundamental to the development of all aortic valves, regardless of morphology. Aortic valve development, or maldevelopment in the case of BAV, occurs across a broad continuum, which appears to be alterable across many of the embryologic stages yet can phenotypically manifest in similar ways. Aberrant mechanisms in endocardial fusion formation, outflow tract septation, and valve cushion excavation, in rodents, each can give rise to various forms of BAV resulting from deficient or aberrant endothelial-to-mesenchymal cell transition, neural crest cell migration, or focal mesenchymal cell proliferation in the valve cushions creating that broad continuum. Notably, when CR fusion extends more dorsally than normal in the hamster, the right-left BAV morphotype can form, but no such aberration in CR fusion occurs during the formation of rodent right-noncoronary BAVs; generally, cusp fusion as implied is not actually occurring.

With respect to BAV aortopathy, there is certainly value in embracing a universal language to describe aortic dilatation patterns and perhaps shapes in the context of BAV. However, simple descriptions of that which clinicians see,
ie, describing the extent of dilatation, also seem reasonable, given that dilatation patterns do not correlate well with valve morphotype (except perhaps in the case of the R-N morphotype). Moreover, while it is true that the term aneurysm often carries a bad connotation and it is also true that the term is often misused clinically in lieu of “dilatation,” it seems somewhat arbitrary and unnecessary to abandon the term altogether, given its longstanding use in the literature dating back to Galen’s description circa 180 AD. Embracing qualitatively descriptive terms is certainly appropriate, as is an emphasis of using “aneurysm” only when meeting criteria for such a distinction (e.g., a caliber 150% of normal)—consistent with historical precedent.

In summary, this document provides us with an excellent perspective on the concepts that embody the “BAV condition,” but it seems we lack adequate insight to justify generating a new, and universal, classification schema beyond those already in use. Despite our desire for order, is this call for change really evidence-based?

Perhaps we should circle back to Gershwin and Gershwin: “you like tomato, I like tomatoe….”
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